Harold Johnson Society

Joining the legacy of extraordinary support established by Harold Johnson, who provided the seed funding for Hampshire College's endowment with a generous bequest. Members of the Harold Johnson Society have shared their plans and intentions to make provisions for gifts by will, with trusts, and/or through other testamentary arrangements to name the College as a beneficiary.

Sarah Grumbs 73F and Kenneth Horton
David Gruber 72F
John Gunn P87 P74 P71*
Jean Guyton P84 and Samuel Guyton P84
Janna Hasbrouck 81F and
Douglas Hasbrouck 80F
Jacqueline Hayden P12 and
Steven Daiber P12
Emmy Hewitt GP96* and
Colby Hewitt, Jr. GP96*
Ralph Hexter and Manfred Kollmeier
Susan Hexter*
Hildy Hill 72F and Walter Hill
Amy Hines 73F
Stephan Josl 87F and William Scott
Artemis Joukowsky, III 81F
Artemis Joukowsky and
Martha Joukowsky P81
Gerald Katcher and Jane Katcher
David Kelly
John Keydel, Jr. 72F and
Margaret Keydel 72F
William King*
Michael Klare
William Kramer
Ruth S. Kroon
Scott Kurnit 72F
Christopher La Cava 92F and
Eliza Loyola 91F
Florence Ladd P88 and William Harris
Abigail Lipson 73F
Charles Longsworth and Polly Longsworth
Edward Manwell*
Isaac L. Marshall 11F
David Matheson P13 P11
and Eliza Matheson P13 P11
David Mauk 73F
Robert McCarthy, Jr. 72F
Lucy-Ann McFadden 90F and
Mark Fagan 71F
Ben Cushman, II 72S and
George Tuttle
Janet Dakin* and Winthrop Dakin*
Elizabeth D’Aloia 83F and John D’Aloia
Nancy Daly 72S and Peter Daly 71F
Shana L. Davidson 90F
Linda Dietel GP99 P70 and
William Dietel GP99 P70
Ruth Donnell P76*
Diane Dupuis 76F
Nicholas Edwards 96F*
Janet Feldman 73F
Mark Feltskog 91F
Bram Fierstein 76F
Alison Fox P05 and Marc Reinganum P05
Maryanne Gallagher 80F
Janet Gilmore P86 and
Kenneth Gilmore P86
Myron Glazer and Penina Glazer
Bernice Godine P72* and
Morton Godine*
Ronald Goldberger P95*

John Reid* and Margaret Reid GP03*
Priscilla Rich 71F P95
Marci Riseman 88F and Evan Sagerman
Ruth Rohde 75S and Sigmund Roos 73F
Paula Roos P76 P73 and
William Roos P76 P73*
Kenneth Rosenthal P04
Sarah Rush 86F
Michael Sands 70F P99 and
Elizabeth Dietel 70F P99
Julie Schecter 71F
Dick Scole 73F and Marcie Scole
Grace Scott 73S and Jonathan Scott 70F
Roland Seeman 76F
James Shillaber 79F
Susan Shilliday P01
Sarah Shor 87F and Timothy Ewald 90F
Peter Sikowitz 75F and Lisa Paparazzo 76F
Adele Simmons
David Sloss 76F and Heidi Sloss 78F
Katrina Smathers P85*
Tillie Sparrow GP76 GP73*
Robert Stiles*
Sandol Stoddard P74*
Ellen Sturgis 77F
Dyan Sublett
Ginny Sykes P05 and
Jonathan Goldsmith P05
Lloyd Taft, Jr. 74F
Charles Taylor*
Philip Thompson, Jr. P70
Marilyn Thompson GP07*
Danielle Tropea 93F
Barbara Turlington*
Michael Ubell 70F and Paula Hawthorn
Richard Warner*
John Watts, I and Martha Watts
Anastasia Weneczek*
Walter White, Jr.
David Wiener 78F
Mark Wittow 73F
Carol Woolfe 72F
Andrea Wright P82 and
Margaret Anderson P82
Jonathan Wright P82 and
Virginia Ziegler*
George Zoukee 77F
Sophy Zoukee P77

Anonymous (9)

* = Deceased